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Although widely known for its antioxidant properties, piperine’s (a compound from the pepper plant)
physiologic involvement in apoptosis (programmed cell death) is unclear. As a prerequisite to unravel its role
in this process, computational approaches simulating ligand–receptor docking are sought. Herein, we report
the simulated binding of piperine with major apoptotic proteins via combined deployment of AutoDock suite
(AutoDock Vina), PyMOL, and LigPlot + software. Our results demonstrated varied binding affinity toward
the different apoptosis-associated proteins with a higher to lower affinity pattern in the order of TNFR-1
> Caspase-3 > TNF-α > Caspase-8 > Bcl-2 > Caspase-9 > Bax. Docking scores for all receptor–ligand
interactions indicate a strong likelihood of impromptu receptor–ligand binding. Molecularly, the simulated
analysis revealed hydrophobic interactions in all receptor–ligand models studied. Receptor–piperine complexes
involving TNFR-1 and Caspase-8 showed single hydrogen bonding whereas amino acid residues of TNF-α
exhibited double hydrogen bonding to piperine. In the TNFR-1-piperine complex (receptor–ligand docked
model with strongest binding affinity) the hydrophobic interaction involves amino acid residues of SER74,
LYS75, ASN110 (2), THR94, CYS96, VAL95, and PHE112. Our findings provide novel in silico evidence
of piperine’s binding affinity toward apoptosis-associated proteins and the high likelihood of its influence on
apoptosis reaction via the extrinsic pathway.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Piperine, a major bioactive compound from the fruits of pepper
(Piper nigrum), has anti-oxidant, anticarcinogenic, antiinflammatory, and antimicrobial properties [1]. Black pepper
is used in traditional medicine to treat health problems, such as
intermittent fever, muscular pain, and migraine [2]. Research
conducted to investigate the cytotoxicity effect of piperine on cell
lines of epithelial origin such as cervical, oral, colon, and prostate
cancer concluded that the piperine compound shows toxicity to
these cell lines by increasing the level of reactive oxygen species
(ROS), induces DNA fragmentation, and triggers apoptosis
reaction [3–6].
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Evasion of programmed cell death (apoptosis) by cancer cells via
inhibition of caspase activity, upregulation of the antiapoptotic
proteins, mutation of the proapoptotic proteins, and loss of the
apoptotic activity is amongst the hallmarks of cancer [7]. In
fact, the anti-inflammatory nature of apoptosis is crucial for the
eradication of virally infected potential cancer cells [8]. Therefore,
targeting apoptosis is an effective nonsurgical treatment for
cancer. Apoptosis is regulated by two main pathways, the
intrinsic and extrinsic pathways. Basically, the intrinsic pathway
is controlled by the Bcl-2 family member of proteins which
comprises antiapoptotic and proapoptotic proteins that cointeract
[9,10]. Proapoptotic proteins, such as Bad and Nova, are apoptosis
effectors that work in concert with antiapoptotic proteins (Bcl-2,
Bcl-xL, and Mcl-1) and other proapoptotic proteins (Bax, Bak,
and Bok) to mediate caspase-associated apoptotic mechanisms
[9,10]. The extrinsic pathway, on the other hand, is stimulated
by extracellular signals from death ligands from the tumor
necrosis factor receptor superfamily (TNFRSF) where TNF-α,
TNFR1/CD95, and Fas are amongst the common players in the
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caspase-related events of apoptosis [11,12]. Both intrinsic and
extrinsic pathways cooperatively regulate cellular integrity [13]
and prevent cancer onset. Hence, identifying the drug/chemical
compounds that target these pathways is essential in the precision
chemotherapy of the cancer condition.
Conventional experimental approaches for drug discovery
are laborious and expensive and thus warrant the necessity of
computational screening in drug repurposing to determine the
feasibility of the protein–ligand binding [14]. This in silico method
complements and hastens the development and rationalization of
drug candidate choice. In this respect, computational docking
of small-molecule ligands to macromolecular targets which
considers bound conformations and free binding energies is a
relevant structure-based drug design strategy. A standard docking
and virtual screening platform for this purpose is the AutoDock
suite of programs that allows the basic docking of a drug molecule
with an anticancer target including docking with selective receptor
flexibility and explicit dehydration and active site prediction [15].
The usability of AutoDockTools is evidenced by multiple studies.
These include the in silico docking studies to identify the binding
activity of carnosine against a subunit of Caspase-3 in human
cervical carcinoma models [16], the discovery of strong binding
affinities of phytocompounds such as harpagoside, bromelain,
and afzelin against key transcriptional factors (p53, AP-1,
c-Myc, β-catenin, and HIF-1α) involved in liver cancer [17], and
the computational drug–protein interaction analysis affirming
mitochondrial complex III as a likely target of metformin in head
and neck squamous cell cancer [18]. Similarly, the AutoDock
suite was effective in simulating molecular docking between the
1,2,3-triazole moiety and pyrimidine derivatives against cognate
receptors in test models of human esophageal cancer revealing
hydrogen bond interactions of the ligands with the amino acid
residues in the receptor binding sites [19]. Finally, this structurebased virtual docking approach was essential in the screening
of several thousand compounds to identify candidate ULK1
inhibitors and identified a single compound, XST-14, with strong
binding affinity at the Lys46, Tyr94, and Asp165 amino acid of the
ULK1 protein to block its physiological activity [20].
The study reported herein describes the work and findings from
the deployment of AutoDockTools (and associated software) in
a systematic endeavor of structure-based drug design strategy to
carry out novel simulated molecular docking of piperine (ligand)
with apoptotic proteins (receptors). Our study will provide vital
conceptual insights into the anticancer potentials of piperine.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, PyMOL (version 1.8) [21], AutoDockTools,
AutoDock Vina (version 1.5.6) [22], and LigPlot + [23] programs
were used to investigate the possible conformation of the binding
between piperine and the different apoptotic proteins (Bax, Bcl-2,
TNF-α, TNFR-1, Caspase-3, Caspase-8, and Caspase-9).
2.1. Selection and In Silico Preparation of Protein Target
Bax and Bcl-2 proteins were selected due to their major role
in activating the intrinsic pathway of apoptosis [24], which is
commonly used as a biomarker to determine the fate of cells and
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would be a potential therapeutic target for cancer treatment [25].
TNF-α and TNFR1 were also chosen as they are valid biomarkers
for the extrinsic pathway [26]. Both initiator caspases, Caspase-9
and Caspase-8, were selected due to their role in regulating
apoptosis reaction in cancer and their association with sensitivity
to chemotherapeutic agents [27]. The executioner caspase,
Caspase-3, was selected based on the fact that it is the only protein
that is closely associated with DNA fragmentation—a prerequisite
for apoptosis [28].
The 3D crystallographic protein structure for the respective proteins
was downloaded from the Research Collaboratory for Structural
Bioinformatics Protein Drug Bank website in the Protein Databank
(PDB) format. The protein chosen was of human origin with a highresolution structure ranging from 1.0 to 3.0 Å and was identified using
the X-ray diffraction method. Ligands found in proteins structure
were removed via PyMOL software prior to preparation. Then, the
crystallographic water molecule of each protein was removed to
reduce interference using AutoDockTools. After this, polar hydrogen
molecules and Kollman United Atom charges were assigned to each
protein molecule. All proteins were converted into the Protein Data
Bank format with partial charges (‘Q’) and AutoDock 4 atom types
(‘T’) (PBDQT) file format and saved for later use.
2.2. In Silico Preparation of Ligand Molecule
The piperine compound was used as the ligand for molecular
docking in this study. The 3D conformer of the piperine compound
was downloaded in an SDF file from the PubChem databases.
Then, the ligand was converted into a PDB file format via PyMOL
software and minimized by computing Gasteiger charges. In the
final processing, piperine was converted to PDBQT file format
using AutoDockTools.
2.3. Molecular Docking Simulation
The prepared protein and ligand were called out via AutoDockTools
to compute suitable grid maps for each protein–ligand combination.
Grid size, grid spacing, and grid center (Table 1) were generated
using AutoDockTools based on the predicted binding pockets
generated by the Computed Atlas of Surface Topography of
proteins (CASTp) website [29]. A configuration file that consists
of the grid box properties was created and saved as .txt file format.
Then, docking was carried out using AutoDock Vina by inserting
command lines in the Command Prompt application to generate
the output score and the best fit model (mode 1) was selected from
the nine different conformations generated. Interacting amino
acid residues that were found in the binding site were visualized
using LigPlot + software. Amino acid residues exhibiting
hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions with piperine
are summarized and tabulated in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. A
bar chart showing the docking score for each protein–piperine
complex was constructed.
4. RESULTS
Binding affinities between piperine and target proteins show
varied score values across the seven different receptors (Table 2).
The score values range from −5.2 to −7.2 kcal/mol, and thus the
binding complexes can be arranged in decreasing binding affinity
order as follows: TNFR-1 > Caspase-3 > TNF-α > Caspase-8 >
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Table 1: The grid spacing, grid size and grid center used for protein-ligand docking based on CASTp prediction.
Protein

Grid size

Grid center

PDB ID

Grid Spacing

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

Bax

4S0O

1.000

16

24

32

2.575

7.040

15.444

Bcl-2

5FCG

1.000

26

20

14

72.712

172.745

6.983

Caspase-9

−0.356

4RHW

1.000

24

24

24

−15.932

−19.389

TNF-α

3L9J

1.000

26

24

18

24.552

56.614

13.146

TNFR-1

1EXT

1.000

28

34

32

3.995

34.589

−5.718

Caspase-8

3KJQ

1.000

22

22

20

−12.539

44.519

38.884

Caspase-3

3KJf

1.000

20

20

20

17.415

0.260

12.857

Table 2: Binding score and the bond length of hydrogen bond formed between piperine and amino acid residue in each
protein.
Protein

Hydrogen bond

Binding score (kcal/mol)

Amino acid residues

Bond length

Bax

−5.2

-

-

Bcl-2

−6.3

-

-

Caspase-9

−6.1

-

-

TNF-α

−6.7

TNFR-1
Caspase-8
Caspase-3

TRP149

2.85

ARG169

3.24

−7.2

ARG77

2.98

−6.5

TYR324

3.05

−6.9

-

-

Table 3: Results of the amino acid residues in binding pockets that interact with piperine for all the protein-ligand
combinations as displayed via LigPlot + assessment.
Protein

Interacting amino acid residues
Hydrophobic interaction

Total

Bax

GLU146, ARG147, PHE105, ASP154, GLN155, TRP151, GLY150

7

Bcl-2

TYR69, MET76, PHE65, ALA110, LEU98, VAL94, GLN79, CYS90

8

Caspase-9

ALA46, ASP42 (2), ARG45, GLN57, ASP61, ARG45

7

TNF-α

ASN151, ARG117, CYS168, TRP118, PHE70, ASN115

6

TNFR-1

SER74, LYS75, ASN110 (2), THR94, CYS96, VAL95, PHE112

8

Caspase-8

LEU254, HIS317, ARG258, ARG413, TYR412, SER411, ILE257, GLY318

8

Caspase-3

TYR204, ARG207, SER249, TRP214, PHE250, TRP206, PHE256

7

Bcl-2 > Caspase-9 > Bax. The lower the score value, the higher
the binding affinity. Among all the protein/receptor–ligand pairs,
the lowest binding score of −7.2 kcal/mol was recorded between
TNFR-1 protein and piperine, and the highest involved Bax protein
(−5.2 kcal/mol). The docking score from the predicted best fit
model was selected for all ligand–receptor binding combinations
and a graphical (bar chart format) comparison of the binding
affinity is illustrated in Figure 1.
According to the 2D structural model generated via LigPlot +
(Fig. 2A–G), the hydrophobic interaction in the analyzed shows
the involvement of a relatively varied number of interacting amino
acid residues across the different ligand–receptor complexes.
Bcl-2, Caspase-9, TNFR-1, and Caspase-8 demonstrated eight
interacting amino acid residues each with piperine and were the

biggest numbers compared to other piperine–apoptotic protein
complexes. The ligand–receptor binding predicted for piperine
and TNF-α had the lowest number (six) of interacting amino acid
residues. Of all studied protein–ligand combinations, a single
hydrogen bond was found in TNFR-1 (Fig. 2E) and Caspase-8
(Fig. 2F) protein–ligand complexes with bond lengths of 2.98 and
3.05 (Fig. 2, Table 2), respectively. On the other hand, a double
hydrogen bond was shown between piperine and amino acid
residues of TNF-α (Fig. 2F) protein with bond lengths of 2.85 and
3.24 (Fig. 2, Table 2). The piperine molecule binds with the studied
apoptotic proteins mainly by hydrophobic interactions with the
amino acid residues listed in Table 2. A complete rendition of the
results on hydrophobic interaction and hydrogen bond visualized
using the LigPlot + application is provided in both Tables 2 and 3.
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Figure 1: Binding score (kcal/mol) of the predicted best fit model generated via AutoDock
Vina for docking of ligand (piperine) and the apoptotic proteins (Bax, Bcl-2, Caspase-9,
TNF-α, TNFR-1, Caspase-8, and Caspase-3).

5. DISCUSSION
Virtual screening and computational drug–target binding
simulation are common in silico approaches and supportive
tools for drug discovery and drug repurposing. This is especially
pertinent and relevant considering the fact that conventional
experimental laboratory strategies are technically demanding,
time-consuming, and expensive and involve countless trial
and error endeavors. In this study, the docking and interaction
of the piperine compound with proteins involved in apoptotic
pathways were studied and compared using open-source software.
AutoDockTools (specifically, AutoDock Vina) was deployed in
our analysis. The working paradigm of this analytical tool/resource
allows flexible ligand docking where the target protein (receptor)
can be set as a rigid molecule and ligand as a flexible molecule
in order to generate all possible binding combinations based on
available conformations [30]. This is relevant to our study design
and hence the use of AutoDock Vina as our application of choice.
Based on the binding simulation results (Table 2), negative binding
free energy was generated from all the docked pairs suggesting the
strong likelihood of binding affinity between each protein–ligand
combination. While negative binding free energy value, in terms of
kcal/mol, provides information on the degree of affinity between
receptor and ligand, the molecular interaction between the amino
acid residues from targeted protein and ligand (piperine, in our
case) would be another essential factor to consider in stimulating
logical favorable docking conformation [31].
Our findings reveal that piperine exhibits strong hydrophobic
interaction toward all seven apoptosis-related proteins studied.
This has a few pertinent indications. Firstly, hydrophobic contacts
are the most essential type of protein–ligand binding that is

stereotypical of drug–receptor interaction [32] and our simulated
data substantiate the calculated plausibility of the targeting of key
apoptotic proteins by piperine. To the best of our knowledge, this
has never been reported before. Secondly, apart from hydrophobic
interactions, TNF-α, TNFR-1, and Caspase-8 proteins also showed
hydrogen bonding with the piperine compound. A noncovalent
hydrogen bond plays a critical role in the integrity and stability in
the formation of receptor–ligand complexes [33].
It is shown in Figure 1 that Caspase-3 possesses the second lowest
binding affinity, indicating a stronger affinity of the proteins
toward the piperine compound. However, a lower number (seven)
of hydrophobic interactions and no hydrogen bonding was
shown in the protein–ligand complex. This may be explained by
the presence of other types of protein–ligand interactions such
as salt bridges and amide stacking [32], which contribute to a
higher binding affinity (−6.9) from the docking of Caspase-3 and
piperine, as the 2D structure obtained from LigPlot + consists of
hydrophobic interaction and hydrogen bonding only.
The docking of piperine with TNF-α, TNFR-1, and Caspase-8
demonstrated higher binding affinity compared to Bax, Bcl-2, and
Caspase-9. This, therefore, indicates a stronger interaction between
piperine and proteins from the extrinsic pathway and suggests
the potency of piperine in the regulation of cell signaling via the
extrinsic pathway of apoptosis. Again, this phenomenon has never
been systematically explored prior to our study. In a study on the
leukemic cell line, piperine was found to exert cytotoxic properties
with the constitutive deregulation of Bax, Caspase-3, Caspase-9,
and Bcl-2 [34]. In silico docking analysis of piperine with a limited
number of apoptosis-associated proteins (Bax, Caspase-3, and
Caspase-9) has been demonstrated before [35] but our data reveals
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Figure 2: 2D representation results for LigPlot+ analysis of the piperine compound interacting with (A) Bax, (B) Bcl-2, (C) Caspase-9, (D) TNF-α, (E) TNFR-1,
(F) Caspase-8, and (G) Caspase-3. Hydrophobic interactions are represented by red spiky arcs, while hydrogen bonds are indicated by green dashed lines along with
calculated bond lengths.
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a larger repertoire of apoptosis-associated proteins predicted to bind
with piperine. Taken together, these data reinforce the notion of the
physiologic involvement of piperine in apoptosis.
The anticancer role of TNF-α can be explained by the activation of
the death domain in TNFR-1 leading to the recruitment of certain
adaptor proteins, such as Caspase-8, and TNFR1-associated death
domain [Tumor necrosis factor receptor type 1-associated DEATH
domain protein (TRADD)]; stimulating Caspase-3 thus triggers
apoptosis reaction within the cells [36]. Alternative TNF-α activity
may happen at times which leads to chronic inflammation resulting
from the activation of NF-κB that would serve as an effective
promoter of carcinogenesis by inducing inhibitors of apoptotic
proteins (IAPs) [37]. These IAPs would inhibit apoptotic reactions in
cancer cells by interfering with the activation of the caspase cascade
reaction. In a clinical study conducted by Jin et al. [38], TNF-α
was shown to be overexpressed among Nasopharyngeal carcinoma
(NPC) patients compared to healthy individuals and had decreased
significantly after cancer treatment, suggesting the important role of
inflammatory cytokines, TNF-α in NPC progression. Furthermore,
several studies suggested that the expression level of TNF-α is useful
in the prediction of distant metastasis and overall survival rate in NPC
patients, demonstrating the possibility of TNF-α as a protumor factor
and potential therapeutic target [39,40]. Another study also suggested
the strong relationship of TNF-α protein expression with the clinical
staging of NPC and that cancer cells are more dependent on the
transcription factor stimulated by TNF-α as compared to normal cells
in cancer progression [41].
Whether piperine acts as an agonist or antagonist in the activation
or inhibition of cellular apoptotic factors remains to be further
characterized. Thus, the molecular dynamic technique may be
carried out on the ligand–protein complexes studied following
molecular docking simulation in order to improve the drug
discovery process by providing a more specific representation of
protein motion [42].
6. CONCLUSION
Our in silico analysis of simulated receptor–ligand binding
between the piperine compound and key proteins from apoptotic
pathways reveals the occurrence of strong binding affinity. Piperine
showed a greater affinity for proteins of the extrinsic apoptosis
pathway (TNF-α, TNFR-1, and Caspase-8) compared to those of
the intrinsic pathway suggesting their physiologic involvement in
cellular health. Irrevocably, our computational data provide novel
insights into the drug–target mechanisms and are considered a
preliminary investigation that supports further validation on the
anticancer potentials of a natural and purified compound (piperine)
extracted from the black pepper plant (P. nigrum) via in vivo or in
vitro experimentation.
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